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Path laid out for Seniors and Juniors 

There will be plenty to ponder for Seamus Qualter and he’s team as Group A of the Salthill 

Hotel Senior Hurling Championship is loaded with intriguing match ups with neighbours 

Castlegar and Liam Mellows both in opposition for Carnmore this summer. Carnmore have 

also been drawn with Craughwell, Tommy Larkins and Leitrim/Kilnadeema in one of two six 

team groups. 

With the 24 team championship getting the green light for 2016 this year’s competition is to 

be run using a makeshift format as no club is to be relegated and two clubs are being 

promoted from the Intermediate ranks. As a result the championship will have four groups, 

two of six and two of five. Each group winner and runner up will qualify for the quarter finals 

and earn Senior A for 2016.  

In phase two the remaining sixteen teams, who failed to qualify will be redrawn into four 

groups of four with each group winner also earning Senior A status. The remaining twelve 

teams will make up Senior B for the following year. With two Intermediate teams being 

promoted the Intermediate championship will also contain twelve teams for 2016.  

The Junior A’s have been drawn in Group B with Skehana, Michael Breathnach, Kiltormer, 

Loughrea, Ardrahan and Liam Mellows. In The Junior C draw Carnmore were first out of the 

hat in a group containing Ahascragh/Fohenagh, Ballinderreen, Annaghdown, Liam Mellows, 

Clarinbridge, Ardrahan, Kinvara, Leitrim/Kilnadeema and Sarsfields. 
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Salthill Hotel Senior Hurling Championship 2015 

Better fortunes for U16s vs Abbeyknockmoy 

A second championship meeting with Abbeyknockmoy in as many weeks saw Tom 

Cogley’s U16s record the club’s first championship win of 2015 with a 0.7 to 0.4 

victory. Fresh from last season’s U15 triumph the lads in red were composed in a 

hard fought battle where a score never separated the sides for much of the contest.  
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Registration Reminder 

Registration is still open until March 30
th

. 

Any player wishing to take part in games 

at any level must be registered for 

insurance purposes in the event of injury. 

Only registered members can obtain 

voting rights at meetings throughout the 

year. 

Registration forms can be downloaded at 

www.Carnmore.net and returned to team 

mentors. 

 

 

Topaz Cash for Clubs 

Topaz has €200,000 to give away to clubs 

in a new community initiative being 

rolled out by the fuel giant. Over a 

twelve week period starting on February 

16
th

 clubs can register and club members 

and customers of Topaz within the 

community can collect stamps on fuel 

purchases of €40+.  

Five stamps are needed to fill a book 

with three hundred completed books 

required to enter the draw. The first club 

drawn out will win €10,000 with the ten 

clubs thereafter claiming €5,000 and 140 

clubs after that winning €1,000. €250 will 

be guaranteed to every club who enters 

the draw. 

Stamps can be earned at Liam Glynn’s 

Centra. Please remember to collect your 

stamp on any Topaz fuel purchase of €40 

or more. 

The closing date for the return of books 

is May 12
th

.  

 

Advertising Hoarding 

Continuing on the 2014 fundraising initiative, Carnmore 
GAA Club are offering pitch side hoarding space. 

Business owners can have a custom sign for €200, with a 
€100 annual contribution thereafter. 

 

 

CIT end NUI Galway involvement 

John Paul O’Connell’s NUI Galway made 

the long trip to Cork IT for the quarter 

final of the Fitzgibbon Cup. The hosts 

defeated the Galway side 0.19 to 0.10.  

Cork IT looking to return to the final for 

second consecutive year controlled the 

game with NUI Galway struggling close a 

five point gap which existed throughout 

and was extended with a late CIT flurry. 

U21’s rocked by Abbeyknockmoy 

Carnmore     0.9 

Abbeyknockmoy    0.12 

 

On a bitterly cold afternoon in Killimordaly Carnmore were 

defeated by Abbeyknockmoy following a heated physical 

affair which saw three red cards flashed and Abbey 

finishing with thirteen men and Carnmore with fourteen. 

This was in sharp contrast to the comprehensive win 

Carnmore recorded over the same opposition in a 

challenge game only three weeks previous. 

 

Carnmore started the brighter and lead 0.5 to 0.2 midway 

through the opening half thanks to free taking from Kyle 

Concannon and points from Ronan Morgan and David Fox. 

Carnmore would lead 0.7 to 0.4 at the break with 

Carnmore’s ability to move the ball in poor conditions the 

difference. 

 

The second half saw some heated exchanges with Abbey 

reduced to thirteen and Carnmore losing Eoin Collins to a 

red card, however despite this major disadvantage Abbey 

had clawed their way back into contention and opened up 

a three point lead with accurate free taking. 

 

Carnmore never really settled in the second half and at 

times became too engaged in the rough and tumble, Abbey 

to their credit remained organised and weathered a late 

siege on the goal to grab the two points.  

 

Carnmore now are at a big disadvantage in a group of three 

with a must win game v Meelick/Eyrecourt pending and 

needing Meelick/Eyrecourt to record a win of their own v 

Abbeyknockmoy with a favourable score difference. On a 

plus note influential playmakers Kegan Fox and Ben 

Murray are closing in on a return to action with Mark 

Kenny and Dylan Shaughnessy also expected to return. 

 

Carnmore: B.Murray, J.Collins(Capt), R.Keane, E.Collins, K.Hanley, 

D.Dolan, A.Grealish, L.Egan, K.Concannon, R.Morgan, S.Quinn, 

D.Hennessy, D.Fox, K.Feeney, S.Nugent. Subs: R.Heneghan for 

D.Fox, D.Newell for A.Grealish. 
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